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In this era of competition, everyone is running to achieve a standard in society. Not just elders but
we can find a large number of small children running after targets. Target, to stand ahead in life.
Due to this race they not just leave behind others but their innocence and their childhood also. At
the time of playing they go for various classes be it music, dance, sports, or tuitions. In this chase,
even parents forget what is the real talent of their child is. They forget that every child is a genius in
himself, they all have a unique talent but in that race, their unique talent often gets lost somewhere.

It is the duty of the parents to understand that there children are not Robots that specializes in
almost every field but a human being which can be good in only one or two. These children require
an institution where they not only can discover what they are good at but polish that skill to be
number one. The school which is dedicated for the emotional, intellectual, physical and cognitive
development of the child through various play based activities combined with modern teaching aids
is the need of the hour.

Golden bells Play School, situated at Phase 1 of Ashok Vihar, is one such school. Set on a DDA
plot of land, Golden Bells offer students a stimulating learning environment with world class trend
setting infra structural facilities. It is a Co- educational school offering classes at play school and pre
nursery level. The School is provided with monitoring through CCTVs, Geo fence alarms and Public
address system for complete security of their students. A luscious backyard is ascended with
swimming pool (having automatic water filtration plant), garden full of various flowering plants, mini
zoo and Mickey Ride.

This school also offers fully functional library, routine medical examination, and home cooked meals
for the betterment of their students. The schools fulfills all basic requirements from books, transport
etc. to prompt medical attention in an environment that is safe, happy and comfortable. Students are
here encouraged to question, hypothesize, analyze and be creative. Focused on whole child
development, proper attention is given to the social development, technical skills and knowledge
that children need to interact efficiently in a complex and changing world.

Apart from preparing students to succeed in academics, Golden Bells initiates the importance of
maintaining high moral fiber, honesty and integrity in every task that they take up. Your child can
grow, and discover his/ her talent here and also will benefit society by utilizing morals imparted here
along with education because whatever is taught at earlier stages of life remains with one forever.
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This article has been written by a school guide of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.Com- a portal that
provides free of cost consultancy to parents and schools for fast and easy online school admission.
Parents can locate a delhi public school maruti kunj or a delhi public school sushant lok from the
authentic list of schools and can apply to the schools of their choice online. Parents can also search
for a indian heritage school according to their choice and can fill up school application forms online.
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